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Abstract

In this paper we outline hybrid approaches to arti�cial neural network-based natural
language processing. We start by motivating hybrid symbolic/connectionist process-
ing. Then we suggest various types of symbolic/connectionist integration for language
processing: connectionist structure architectures, hybrid transfer architectures, hy-

brid processing architectures. Furthermore, we focus particularly on loosely coupled,
tightly coupled, and fully integrated hybrid processing architectures. We give par-
ticular examples of these hybrid processing architectures and argue that the hybrid
approach to arti�cial neural network-based language processing has a lot of potential
to overcome the gap between a neural level and a symbolic conceptual level.
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1 Motivation for hybrid symbolic/connectionist processing

In recent years, the �eld of hybrid symbolic/connectionist processing has seen a remarkable

development [48, 38, 18, 2, 36, 59, 55, 20, 37, 61, 9]. Currently it is still an open issue

whether connectionist or symbolic approaches alone will be su�cient to provide a general

framework for processing natural language [51, 11, 27, 56]. However, since human language

capabilities are based on real neural networks in the brain, arti�cial neural networks (also

called connectionist networks) provide one essential starting point for modeling language

processing. On the other hand, human language capabilities include rule-based reasoning

which is supported well by symbolic processing. Given this general situation, the motiva-

tion for examining hybrid connectionist models of natural language processing comes from

di�erent directions.

From the perspective of cognitive neuroscience, a symbolic interpretation of a connec-

tionist architecture is desirable, since the brain has a neuronal structure and has the capa-

bility to perform symbolic reasoning. This leads to the question how di�erent processing

mechanisms can bridge the large gap between, for instance, acoustic or visual input signals

and symbolic reasoning for language processing. The brain uses a complex specialization

of di�erent structures. Although a lot of the functionality of the brain is not yet known in

detail, its architecture is highly specialized and organized at various levels of neurons, net-

works, nodes, cortex areas and their respective connections. Furthermore, di�erent cognitive

processes are not homogeneous and it is to be expected that they are based on di�erent

representations [54]. Therefore, there is evidence from the brain that multiple architectural

representations may also be involved in language processing.

From the perspective of knowledge-based natural language processing, hybrid sym-

bolic/connectionist representations are advantageous, since di�erent mutually complemen-

tary properties can be combined. Symbolic representations have advantages with respect

to easy interpretation, explicit control, fast initial coding, dynamic variable binding and

knowledge abstraction. On the other hand, connectionist representations show advantages

for gradual analog plausibility, learning, robust fault-tolerant processing, and generalization

to similar input. Since these advantages are mutually complementary, a hybrid symbolic

connectionist architecture can be useful if di�erent processing strategies have to be sup-

ported.

The development of hybrid symbolic/connectionist architectures is still a new research

area and there is no general theory of hybrid architectures [6]:\The development of addi-

tional constraints for de�ning appropriate mappings between hybrid models and the resul-

tant types of hybrid models remain areas for future research." However, the question for an

appropriate architecture for a given task is very important [54]: \We need to consider seri-

ously ways of structuring these di�erent components; in other words, we need to consider

architectures, which thus occupy a clearly more prominent place in this area of research

compared with other areas in AI."

In general, there are di�erent global possibilities for a symbolic/connectionist integra-
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tion. Based on the argument from cognitive neuroscience, symbolic connectionist integration

relies on a symbolic interpretation of a connectionist architecture and connectionist process-

ing. There are just connectionist representations for di�erent tasks which can be interpreted

symbolically. On the other hand, based on the argument from knowledge-based natural

language processing, symbolic connectionist integration relies on a combination of di�erent

symbolic and connectionist representations. However, these interpretation approaches and

representation approaches are closely related and in general there is a continuum of possible

connectionist/symbolic architectures.

2 Types of symbolic/connectionist integration for language

processing

Although there has been quite a lot of work in the �eld of hybrid and connectionist natural

language processing, most work has concentrated on a single individual system rather than

on types of hybrid systems, their interpretation, and communication principles within var-

ious architectures. Previous characterizations of architectures have covered certain speci�c

connectionist architectures, for instance recurrent networks [31, 39], or they have covered

expert systems/knowledge-based systems [37, 24, 55]. In contrast, here we will concentrate

on various types of hybrid connectionist natural language processing.

In �gure 1 there is an overview of di�erent possibilities for integration in natural lan-

guage processing. Continuous connectionist representations are represented by a circle,

discrete symbolic representations by a square. Symbolic interpretations of connectionist

representations are shown as squares with dotted lines.

Connectionist structure architectures are the �rst type of symbolic/connectionist ar-

chitectures. They can model higher cognitive functions and rely solely on connectionist

representations. Symbolic knowledge arises by an interpretation process of the connection-

ist representations. Often speci�c knowledge of the task is built into the connectionist

structure architecture.

Hybrid transfer architectures transfer symbolic representations into connectionist rep-

resentations or vice versa. Using a transfer architecture it is possible to insert or extract

symbolic knowledge into or from a connectionist architecture. The main processing is per-

formed by connectionist representations but there are automatic procedures for transferring

from connectionist representations to symbolic representations or vice versa. Hybrid trans-

fer architectures di�er from connectionist structure architectures by the automatic transfer

into and from symbolic representations. While certain units in connectionist structure archi-

tectures may be interpreted symbolically by an observer, only hybrid transfer architectures

allow the knowledge transfer into rules, automata, grammars, etc.

Hybrid transfer architectures transfer symbolic and connectionist representations, but

the symbolic and connectionist knowledge is not yet applied at the same time to combine

the complementary advantages of each representation for a given task. Such a combination
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Figure 1: Overview about various types of symbolic/connectionist integration
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of symbolic and connectionist representations is possible in hybrid processing architectures,

which contain both symbolic and connectionist modules appropriate to the task. Here, sym-

bolic representations are not just initial or �nal representations. Rather, they are combined

and integrated with connectionist representations in many di�erent ways.

Connectionist and symbolic modules in hybrid processing architectures can be loosely

coupled, tightly coupled or completely integrated (see �gure 1). A loosely coupled hybrid

architecture has separate symbolic and connectionist modules. The control ow is sequential

in the sense that processing has to be �nished in one module before the next module can

begin. Only one module is active at any time, and the communication between modules is

unidirectional.

A tightly coupled hybrid architecture contains separate symbolic and connectionist mod-

ules, and control and communication are via common internal data structures in each

module. The main di�erence between loosely and tightly coupled hybrid architectures is

common data structures which allow bidirectional exchanges of knowledge between two or

more modules. Processing is still in a single module at any given time, but the output of a

connectionist module can have direct inuence on a symbolic module (or vice versa) before

it �nishes its global processing. In this way feedback between two modules is possible and

the communication can be bidirectional.

In a fully integrated hybrid architecture there is no discernible external di�erence be-

tween symbolic and connectionist modules, since the modules have the same interface and

they are embedded in the same architecture. The control ow may be parallel and the

communication between symbolic and connectionist modules is via messages. Communica-

tion may be bidirectional between many modules, although not all possible communication

channels have to be used. This is the most advanced of the hybrid processing architectures.

In the remainder of this article we will show detailed examples of each of these types of

symbolic/connectionist architectures.

3 Connectionist structure architectures

In this section we describe principles of connectionist structure architectures. Knowledge

of some task is built into the connectionist structure architecture, and a symbolic interpre-

tation is assigned by an observer. Much early work on structured connectionism can be

traced back to work by Feldman and Ballard, who provided a general framework of struc-

tured connectionism [15]. This framework was extended for natural language processing in

many di�erent directions, for instance for parsing [12, 13, 46], language acquisition [14, 25],

explanation [8], and semantic processing [26, 47].

More recent work along these lines focuses on the so-called NTL, neural theory of lan-

guage which attempts to bridge the large gap between neurons and cognitive behavior

[16, 49]. The NTL framework is challenging since it tries to study neural processing mecha-

nisms for high conceptual cognitive processing like embodied semantics, reasoning, metaphor

interpretation, etc.
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In order to attack such a challenging task it is necessary to focus on di�erent processing

mechanisms and certain representative problems. One such problem is verbal aspect which

describes the temporal character of events (like past tense or progressive form). Narayanan

has developed and implemented a computational model of verbal aspect and he argues that

the semantics of aspect is grounded in sensory-motor primitives [41]. This model was de-

veloped around processing mechanisms like schemas and petri-networks which could also

be transferred into structured connectionist networks. In related work Bailey developed a

computational motor-control model of children's acquisition of verb semantics for words like

push, pull [1]. This work supports the claim that the semantics of verb actions is grounded

in sensory-motor primitives. Statistic Bayesian model merging is used for learning the task

of verb semantics. Both models focus on the computational level but they have close rela-

tionships to neural plausible models or recruitment of neuron-like elements.

While these two related models for embodied event modeling can be viewed at a com-

putational level, there is more neurally inspired work for event modeling and temporal

processing at a connectionist level as well (e.g. [49, 21]. For instance, schemas from a com-

putational level can be modeled using structured connectionist terms from the SHRUTI

system which was previously developed by Shastri and Ajjanagadde [21]. A particularly

interesting recent work is a model of rapid memory formation in the Hippocampal System

[49]. Focusing on events like "John gave Mary a book on Tuesday", it is studied how a

neural code can be transfered rapidly into a structural code so that it can be retrieved

later. This SMRITI system is one of few connectionist systems which take temporal neural

processing seriously at a neurobiological level. It relates the function of the system to the

human Hippocampal System which is taken to be central for memory formation and event

encoding.

In general, within the NTL framework, structured connectionist networks are seen as

central for modeling systems of natural language processing. However, above this level of

structured connectionist networks there is a computational level which provides interpre-

tations at a symbolic level and which provides links to a conceptual linguistic level. At

the computational level well-known techniques like Petri Nets, statistical model merging,

feature structures are used for symbolic interpretation. On the other hand, below the level

of structured connectionist networks there is a computational neurobiology level which links

connectionist networks with the biological level. Because of this large challenging task of

linking biological, neurobiological, connectionist, computational and cognitive level, it will

be interesting to see what a complete detailed NTL architecture containing structured con-

nectionist networks will look like in the future.

We will now focus on a few examples of di�erent structured connectionist architectures

which have been developed in recent years. One example of a connectionist structure ar-

chitecture is provided as part of the SCAN project[59]. One task within this framework is

structural disambiguation of a given sentence or phrase. In general many di�erent struc-

tural interpretations of phrases are possible and only the integration of di�erent constraints

allows the system to make a correct structural disambiguation decision. For instance, there
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are syntactic locality constraints which realize a preference for a local attachment of con-

stituents. On the other hand, there are also semantic plausibility constraints which have to

be considered for the structural disambiguation. Di�erent constraints may di�er in strength

and have to be integrated.

Unidirectional Excitation

Bidirectional Excitation

Unidirectional Inhibition

Bidirectional Inhibition

AA
AA

Noun 1 Noun 2 Noun 3

Locality node 

Initialization

Semantic
node

Noun node

rel1 rel2

rel 3

InitializationInitialization

Localist network

Distributed
plausibility
networks

Figure 2: Connectionist structure architecture for disambiguation

Such an integration of competing constraints of varying strengths can be represented

well in a localist connectionist network, since the explicit nodes and connections in the

network can be used to model these competing constraints (see �gure 2). There is one noun

node for each head noun of a phrase group, one semantic node for the semantic plausibility

of a semantic relation between two head nouns, and one locality node for the syntactic lo-

cality of a head noun. Excitatory connections link the semantic nodes and the noun nodes;

competing semantic nodes are connected via inhibitory connections. Furthermore, locality

nodes provide activation via excitatory connections for the semantic nodes and the locality

nodes are inhibited by the semantic nodes. Using a localist network, phrases like \conference

on hydrodynamics in the outer atmosphere" and \conference on hydrodynamics in room
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113" could be assigned di�erent structural interpretations depending on the attachment of

the last constituent.

This localist network represents the possible static connections for the structural disam-

biguation task. The relevant semantic knowledge can be learned in distributed connectionist

plausibility networks. While the syntactic representation in the localist network can be ap-

plied for di�erent domains, the semantic representations have to be adapted to di�erent

domains. Therefore it is important that the knowledge acquisition e�ort is restricted to

the semantic representations; this is one motivation for learning semantic relationships in

plausibility networks. There is one plausibility network for each semantic node. Each plau-

sibility network has a feedforward structure and receives the semantic representations of

the two connecting nouns as input. The output of such a network consists of a plausibility

value which indicates the likelihood of the semantic relationship.

In this connectionist structure architecture, then we have distributed plausibility net-

works which provide bottom-up activation for the plausibility of semantic relationships

within a localist connectionist network. After initialization, activation spreads within the

localist network. In each cycle the activation of a particular node is updated. The new

activation of a node is calculated from the activation of the previous cycle plus the acti-

vation over excitatory connections minus the activation over inhibitory connections. This

spreading activation process in the localist network stops after the di�erent possibly com-

peting constraints have been integrated. The �nal activation of the nodes determines the

structural disambiguation of a phrase.

Another recent connectionist structure architecture is CONSYDERR [53]. The task of

this system is to make inferences, as they are required for instance in natural language

understanding systems. The system has an interesting architecture since it consists of a

structured connectionist architecture with two di�erent components. The localist level rep-

resents inference knowledge at a more abstract concept level, while the distributed level

represents the details of the inferencing process at the feature level (see �gure 3).

Inferences are represented either directly within the localist component (A! B) or indi-

rectly via ow of activation within the distributed component. Each node within the overall

architecture is connected in a structured meaningful way to other nodes in the architecture.

Each node has a certain activation, receives activation and sends activation in each cycle.

Each cycle of communication between the nodes in the localist and distributed components

is divided into three phases. First the activations of the nodes are computed in the localist

inference component. Next, activation is spread top-down from the localist nodes to the

nodes in the distributed component (phase 1). Then, the activations are updated in the

distributed component (phase 2) and �nally these activations are propagated upwards to

the localist component again (phase 3).

In general, this architecture is a good representative of connectionist structure architec-

tures. Each node has a meaning, that is, each node represents a concept or a feature, and

each node is selectively connected to other nodes. Even the ow of activation is structured
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according to a 3-phase cycle. Furthermore, concepts are organized in the localist concept

component while more detailed features for these concepts are organized in the distributed

feature component. Each node in this architecture can be given a symbolic interpretation

based on its current activation.
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Figure 3: Connectionist structure architecture for inferencing

As we have seen, connectionist structure architectures can also contain distributed com-

ponents. In such a case, there are several modular parts within the overall connectionist

architecture. The individual modules provide a kind of structure within this architecture,

even though some internal elements within a module may constitute distributed representa-

tions. A good example of a connectionist structure architecture of this modular distributed

category was developed for automatic feature acquisition. Connectionist architectures can

provide an automatic formation of distributed representations for input and output (e.g.,

[10, 11, 38]) which have the potential to increase robustness and facilitate learning. One

way of building distributed input representations is by determining them dynamically dur-

ing the learning process. A distributed connectionist representation of a symbol is held in

a global lexicon and is updated automatically based on its relationships to the distributed

representations of other lexical entries. This update of the representation has been called

symbolic recirculation [10, 38] since the representations are constantly changed and recir-
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culated within the architecture during learning.

Global Lexicon

Symbol 1
Symbol 2
Symbol 3
   .......

Figure 4: Connectionist structure architecture using symbolic recirculation for script un-

derstanding

Symbolic recirculation can be used within a single network, for instance a feedforward

network, but symbolic recirculation can also be used within a larger architecture. We focus

�rst on the recirculation principle within a single network, and then go on to describe a

larger connectionist structure architecture with symbolic recirculation. For determining the

input representation dynamically, the error � is not only computed for the output layer and

hidden layers but also for the input layer. Then the new representation values of the input

units are computed based on their values in the preceding cycle plus the current change,

which is based on the error within the input layer.
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During this automatic feature formation process all the communication is directed by

a central lexicon, which contains the learned distributed representation of each symbol. In

�gure 4 we show a generalization for a connectionist structure architecture with six net-

works. Input and output of these networks are symbols which are represented as distributed

vectors. For each learning step within each network it is possible to change the input repre-

sentation and therefore to change the distributed representation of the respective symbols

in the global lexicon.

This connectionist structure architecture has been used for parsing simple sentences and

for providing case role and script role representations. It is a connectionist structure ar-

chitecture, since only connectionist networks are used for the assignment of case and script

roles. Furthermore, it is possible to interpret the distributed representations symbolically.

There are many more connectionist architectures which allow a symbolic interpretation

for instance at the output layers of their network. There are modular network architec-

tures for case role assignment in Gestalt-networks [52], conuent dual RAAM-networks for

translation [5], the mixture of expert networks for hierarchical control [28] and the two-tier

architecture for corpus analysis [3]. All this recent work contains various forms of modu-

larity and structuring within an overall connectionist architecture. Furthermore, symbolic

interpretation of the results is possible, at least at certain nodes.

4 Hybrid transfer architectures

Hybrid transfer architectures transfer symbolic representations into connectionist represen-

tations or vice versa. Using a transfer architecture it is possible to insert or extract sym-

bolic knowledge into or from a connectionist architecture. Hybrid transfer architectures

di�er from connectionist structure architectures by this automatic transfer into and from

symbolic representations. While certain units in connectionist structure architectures may

be interpreted symbolically only hybrid transfer architectures allow the knowledge transfer

into or from rules, automata, grammars, etc.

There are many ways to insert or extract symbolic representations into or from con-

nectionist representations. The range of possibilities depends on the form of the symbolic

representations (e.g. context-free rules, automata, etc) and the connectionist representa-

tions (e.g. use of weights, activations, etc). In this section, we will show two representative

approaches for extracting knowledge from connectionist networks. We have chosen these

approaches since they have been widely explored during the last few years and since they are

relatively straightforward. At the end of this section we will refer to additional approaches

using hybrid transfer architectures.

One major problem for hybrid transfer architectures is that the architecture itself has

to support the transfer. A good example is the work on activation-based automata ex-

traction from recurrent networks [19, 42, 43]. First simple �nite state automata are used

for generating training examples of a given regular grammar. These training sequences are

used to train a second order connectionist network as an acceptor for the regular grammar.
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This network has been designed particularly to meet the constraints of symbolic automata

behavior. For a given input and a given state, the network determines the next state. So

this network structure directly supports the underlying symbolic transfer to and from the

network by integrating architectural constraints from symbolic automata.

* * * * * *

Sj
(t+1)

g

wijk

Sj
(t) Ik

(t)

A
A

Second order recurrent network Extracted symbolic automaton

Figure 5: Hybrid transfer architecture for automata extraction from a recurrent network

Figure 5 shows the connectionist architecture. The network receives the representation

of the input Ik(t) and the representation of the current state Sj(t) at time t. Then the

output representation Sj(t + 1) is the state at the next time step. For the extraction of

symbolic representations from a trained connectionist network, the output unit activations

are partitioned into q discrete intervals. Therefore, there are qn partitions for n units. The

presentation of all input patterns generates a search tree of transitions of an automaton

where one node corresponds to one partition. Then a minimization algorithm can be used,

which reduces this deterministic automaton. The extracted rules have the form: If the state

is x and the input is y, then go to state z. In general, this architecture is a hybrid transfer

architecture where symbolic automata are extracted from connectionist networks.

The activation-based extraction of automata is just one example of a hybrid transfer

architecture and there are several further possibilities. For instance, a weight-based transfer

between symbolic rules and feedforward networks has been extensively examined in knowl-
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edge based arti�cial neural networks (KBANN) [50, 7]. This weight-based transfer uses

the weights rather than the activations as the main knowledge source for induction and

extraction. While an activation-based transfer is based on the activations of certain units a

weight-based transfer focuses on a more detailed weight level. Therefore, the architectures

are fairly simple, in this case three-layer feedforward networks.

The underlying assumption of this approach is that simple rule knowledge is often avail-

able, and that this knowledge should be used for initializing connectionist networks [50].

Then connectionist learning can be used to re�ne this knowledge. Ultimately the sym-

bolic knowledge can be extracted from the connectionist network yielding an improved set

of interpretation rules. Therefore, this KBANN approach is a good example for a hybrid

transfer architecture.

a

b c

d e f g h

a :- b , c

b :- d , e , f

c :-f , g

Feedforward network Symbolic rules

Figure 6: Hybrid transfer architecture for rule extraction and insertion from and to a

feedforward network

Figure 6 shows a simple set of rules and the corresponding network architecture. Thick

connections are associated with high weights, thin connections are low weights. That way

initial domain knowledge can be integrated into the connectionist architecture. After a

training period the weights can be transfered again to symbolic rules.

In contrast to activations, there are many more weights in a connectionist network, so

that heuristics for grouping, eliminating and clustering of weights are particularly impor-

tant. For extraction, the weights associated with a connectionist unit are clustered and

replaced by the average of the weights of the cluster. If there are clusters which do not

contribute to the functionality of a unit (since the weights are too small), these clusters are

eliminated. In a �nal step, the weights are written as rules. Here it is assumed that units
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can only have two states. Typical simple rules could be \if 2 of A B G then J". This so-called

N-of-M-method assumes that N of M units are equally important for the conclusion. The

rules in this KBANN approach are still fairly simple, propositional, binary, acyclic, without

recursion and variables. However, simple transfers of connectionist and symbolic knowledge

can be performed in a general manner, as for example in simple forms of natural language

processing but also for many other simple domains.

In further work, activation-based transfer between context-free rules and feedforward

networks is described in a symbolic manipulator for context-free languages [40], and another

form of weight-based insertion of symbolic rules has been proposed for recurrent networks

[33]. Extraction of symbolic rules can also be based on multiplicative networks which control

the association of conditions and actions [35, 34].

5 Hybrid processing architectures

Hybrid transfer architectures do not apply symbolic and connectionist knowledge simulta-

neously to combine the complementary advantages of each representation in solving a given

task. Hybrid transfer architectures just transfer symbolic and connectionist representations

into each other. However, a combination of mutual advantages of symbolic and connection-

ist representations may be advantageous for \hybrid tasks". This combination of symbolic

and connectionist representations during task processing is performed in hybrid processing

architectures which contain symbolic and connectionist modules.

5.1 Loosely coupled hybrid processing architectures

As we have outlined above, connectionist and symbolic modules in hybrid processing archi-

tectures can be loosely coupled, tightly coupled or completely integrated (see �gure 1). In

a loosely coupled hybrid architecture processing has to be completed in one module before

the next module can begin. For instance, the WP model [57, 44] for phenomenologically

plausible parsing used a symbolic chart parser to construct syntactic localist networks which

were also connected to semantic networks. Although the network itself may be viewed as

a purely connectionist architecture, the overall architecture is a hybrid processing archi-

tecture. First a symbolic parser is used for network building, and after the chart parser

has �nished its processing the connectionist spreading activation in localist networks takes

place.

Another architecture where the division of symbolic and connectionist work is even

more loosely coupled has been described in a model for structural parsing within the SCAN

framework [59]. First, a chart parser is used to provide a structural tree representation for

a given input, for instance for phrases or sentences (see �gure 7). This symbolic structural

tree representation is used to extract important head nouns and their relationships. In a

second step, these triples of \noun relationship noun" are used as input for several feed-

forward networks which produce a plausibility measure of the relationship. Based on this
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connectionist output, another symbolic restructuring component changes the original tree

representation if the semantic feedforward networks indicate that this is necessary.

Connectionist
networks

Symbolic restructuring 
for final syntactic tree

Symbolic chart parser
for initial syntactic tree

semantic relationships

evaluation of semantic relationships

Figure 7: Loosely coupled symbolic chart parser and connectionist plausibility networks

This system has a loosely coupled hybrid processing architecture since there is a clear

division between symbolic parsing, connectionist semantic analysis, and symbolic restruc-

turing. Only if the preceding module has �nished completely, will the subsequent module

start its processing. The architecture and interfaces are relatively simple to realize due to

the sequential control between symbolic and connectionist processing. On the other hand,

this simple sequential sequence of symbolic and connectionist processing does not support

feedback mechanisms.

There are several other loosely coupled hybrid processing architectures. For instance,

in the SICSA system, connectionist recurrent networks and symbolic case role parsing are

combined for semantic analysis of database queries [4]. In BerP, connectionist feedforward

networks for speech processing and symbolic dialog understanding are combined in a spoken
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language dialog system [30, 65]. In FeasPar, connectionist feedforward networks for feature

assignment are combined with symbolic search for �nding better analysis results. As in the

WP model, in all these loosely coupled hybrid processing architectures the connectionist

module has to �nish before the symbolic module can start (and vice versa).

5.2 Tightly coupled hybrid processing architectures

A tightly coupled hybrid architecture allows multiple exchanges of knowledge between two or

more modules. Processing is still a single module at a time, but the result of a connectionist

module can have a direct inuence on a symbolic module (or vice versa) before it �nishes its

global processing. For instance, CDP is a system for connectionist deterministic parsing [32].

While the choice of the next action is performed in a connectionist feedforward network,

the action itself is performed in a symbolic module (see �gure 8). During the process of

parsing, control is switched back and forth between these two modules, but processing is

con�ned to a single module at a time. Therefore, a tightly coupled hybrid architecture has

the potential for feedback to and from modules.

buffer

Stack

input sentence

connectionist symbolic

 stack and buffer

actions

Figure 8: Tightly coupled symbolic deterministic parser and connectionist control network

Other tightly coupled hybrid processing architectures include [23, 22] where the control

changes between symbolic marker passing and connectionist similarity determination. In

ProPars two connectionist feedforward networks are loosely coupled with a symbolic module
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for syntactic shift reduce parsing [45]. These tightly coupled hybrid processing architectures

interleave symbolic and connectionist processing at the module level and allow the control

switch between these di�erent modules. Therefore, this tight coupling has the potential

for more powerful interactions. On the other hand, the development of such architectures

needs more dynamic and more complex interfaces in order to support the dynamic control

between symbolic and connectionist modules.

5.3 Fully integrated hybrid processing architectures

The modules in a fully integrated hybrid architecture have the same interface. They are

embedded in the same architecture and externally there is no way to distinguish a symbolic

from a connectionist module. The control ow may be parallel and the communication

between symbolic and connectionist modules is via messages. This is the most integrated

and interleaved version of the hybrid processing architectures.

One example of an integrated hybrid architecture is SCREEN which was developed for

exploring integrated hybrid processing for spontaneous language analysis. In order to give

the reader an impression of the state of the art of current hybrid language technology we fo-

cus on this architecture in slightly more detail. Here we focus primarily on the architectural

principles of this approach while other task-related details can be found in [58, 60, 62, 63].

One main architectural motivation is the use of a common interface between symbolic and

connectionist modules which are externally indistinguishable. This allows incremental and

parallel processing involving many di�erent modules. Besides this architectural motivation

there are also other task-oriented motivations of exploring learning and fault-tolerance in a

hybrid connectionist architecture for robust processing of faulty spoken language.

SCREEN consists of many modules which can be grouped into six organizational parts

(see �gure 9). The input to the system consists of word hypotheses from a speech recog-

nizer which, typically, provides many word hypotheses for a given signal segment. Each word

hypothesis is assigned a plausibility value, a start time, and an end time. Such word hy-

potheses have to be connected to word hypothesis sequences, and this subtask is performed

in the word hypothesis construction component. Since this is a constructive problem and

since symbolic operations perform well on such constructive problems, we used a symbolic

mechanism for performing this task incrementally on incoming word hypotheses.

During this process of word hypothesis sequence construction it is possible to evaluate

many candidate sequences using the word hypothesis evaluation component. Depending

on the plausibility of a sequence of semantic and syntactic categories, word hypothesis

sequences with a high plausibility are retained while sequences with a lower plausibility

are eliminated. Since this subproblem relies on the continuous plausibility of syntactic

or semantic category sequences and since connectionist networks support such plausibility

evaluations, we used connectionist networks to evaluate these sequences.

The retained word hypothesis sequences are analyzed incrementally in the component
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Figure 9: SCREEN: an integrated hybrid processing architecture for spoken language

analysis. The following abbreviations are used: abs(tract), bas(ic), dis(ambiguation),

cat(egorization), syn(tactic), sem(antic), pre(diction), eq(uality). So for instance bas-sem-

dis is the module for basic semantic disambiguation. See text for more details.
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for category assignment. In particular, this component performs a syntactic and seman-

tic category assignment. Each word hypothesis within each sequence is assigned the most

plausible basic syntactic, abstract syntactic, basic semantic, and abstract semantic cate-

gories. Basic syntactic categories describe a word hypothesis sequence at a level of noun,

adjective, verb, determiner, etc while abstract syntactic categories describe a sequence at

a phrase level as noun phrase, verb phrase, prepositional phrase, etc. Similarly there are

basic semantic categories and abstract semantic categories which will depend on the spe-

ci�c domain. For instance in a corpus for scheduling meetings basic semantic categories

could be \meet", \select", \animate object" etc, while abstract semantic categories could

be \action" \object", etc. Furthermore, the word hypothesis sequences are separated into

phrases in order to support various other tasks.

All these category assignments can be learned in recurrent connectionist networks based

on examples. The use of connectionist networks is desirable in order to reduce the knowledge

acquisition e�ort. Furthermore, the data driven learning from connectionist networks allows

the category assignment component to learn regularities from the data which otherwise may

not be manually encoded. Such unforeseeable regularities are particularly important when

working with noisy spoken language data. These were in fact the reasons why we used

connectionist networks for category assignment.

Spoken language may contain \errors" such as interjections like \oh", \eh", repetitions,

corrections, false starts, and all kinds of syntactic and semantic irregularities. While it is

impossible to predict all possible irregularities there are some classes of \error" which oc-

cur relatively often. Therefore we model the elimination of interjections, word and phrase

errors in the correction component, since these are the most frequent mistakes. Some error

detections can be supported by lexical comparisons, for instance the lexical equality of two

subsequent words may support the hypothesis that there is a repetition (the the meeting...).

Such lexical comparisons can be encoded directly in a symbolic manner and therefore they

are realized in symbolic modules. On the other hand a comparison between two real-valued

vectors of basic syntactic categories could be realized in a connectionist module.

So far we have dealt with words and phrase sequences. However, it is also important

to understand complete sentences and turns where a turn is the whole sequence of utter-

ances before the next speaker begins. Boundaries between the utterances in a turn have

to be detected in order to trigger di�erent frames for di�erent utterances. Furthermore,

the analyzed constituents have to be transfered to case roles in order to be ready for later

retrieval. All this is performed in a case role parser. Since there is a lot of explicit control

necessary to pull out the required knowledge and �ll the case frame incrementally from the

underlying modules, this component is realized symbolically.

In addition to the syntactic and semantic knowledge from the category assignment com-

ponent, there is also knowledge at the dialog level which plays an important role. Each

utterance can be assigned to a certain dialog act, for instance, that a certain utterance

is a request. As with syntactic and semantic category assignment, this knowledge can be

learned in connectionist networks in the dialog processing component.
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Before we present an example of processing in SCREEN, we summarize the categories

for our at analysis in table 1. The categories belong to �ve di�erent knowledge sources: a

basic syntactic and a basic semantic word description, an abstract syntactic and an abstract

semantic phrase description, and a dialog act description.

basic basic abstract abstract dialog

syntax semantics syntax semantics act

noun select verb group action accept

adjective suggest noun group aux-action query

verb meet adverbial group agent reject

adverb utter prepositional group object request-comment

preposition is conjunction group recipient request-suggest

conjunction have modus group instrument state

pronoun move special group manner suggest

determiner auxiliary interjection group time-at miscellaneous

numeral question time-from
interjection physical time-to

participle animate location-at

other abstract location-from

pause (/) here location-to

source confirmation

destination negation

location question

time miscellaneous

negative evaluation (no)
positive evaluation (yes)

unspeci�c (nil)

Table 1: The categories for the at analysis. Abbreviations are depicted in bold face.

SCREEN is an integrated architecture since it does not crucially rely on a single connec-

tionist or symbolic module. Rather, there are many connectionist and symbolic modules,

but they have a common interface, and they can communicate with each other in many di-

rections. For instance, �gure 9 gives an impression for many communication paths between

various modules using arrows and numbers. From a module-external point of view it does

not matter whether the internal processing within a module is connectionist or symbolic.

In fact, during the design of the system, several modules, for instance in the correction

component, were replaced by their symbolic or connectionist counterparts. This architec-

ture therefore exploits a full integration of symbolic and connectionist processing at the

module level. Furthermore, the modules can run in parallel and produce an analysis in an

incremental manner.

Now we will give an example of how a simple spoken sentence is processed. Figure 10

shows the system environment of SCREEN. Word hypothesis sequences are depicted hor-

izontally. They are ordered in a decreasing manner according to their combined acoustic,

syntactic and semantic plausibility, that is, the top word hypothesis sequence represents the

highest ranked word hypothesis sequence at that time step. Word hypotheses are processed
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incrementally, and for each new possible word hypothesis there is an evaluation of whether

the best n possible word hypothesis sequences can be continued.

Figure 10: SCREEN snapshot 1 for sentence \sag das doch gleich" (literal translation: say

that yet immediately). See table 1 for abbreviations.

In analyzing the incremental word hypotheses it is possible to stop processing (Stop), to

start (Go) and to continue processing in di�erent steps (single, multiple step). Furthermore

we can store the current internal state of all categories. Using the left vertical scroll bar we

can inspect further lower ranked word hypothesis sequences, using the lower horizontal bar

we can view arbitrarily long word hypothesis sequences.

The example sentence in German is \sag das doch gleich" (literal translation: say that

yet immediately). This sentence is processed incrementally and the state after 1010ms is

shown in �gure 10. Each word hypothesis in a sequence is shown with the activations of

the highest ranked category assignments for that word hypothesis, as computed by the un-

derlying connectionist networks (for a list of abbreviations see table 1). In general, for each

word hypothesis six boxes are shown: syntactic basic category (upper left), semantic basic
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category (lower left), abstract syntactic category (upper middle), abstract semantic cate-

gory (lower middle), dialog act category (upper right), and plausibility of word hypothesis

sequence (lower right).

For instance, if we focus on the �rst word hypothesis \sag" (say) of the third word

hypothesis sequence \sag das" (say that), the word hypothesis \sag" has the basic syn-

tactic category V (verb), the basic semantic category of an utterance (UTTER), the ab-

stract syntactic category of a verbal group (VG), the abstract semantic category of an

action (ACT), the dialog act category miscellaneous (MISC), and a particular combined

acoustic/syntactic/semantic plausibility value (PLAUS). After 2760ms we can see the �nal

analysis in �gure 11. The higher ranked word hypothesis sequences are also the desired

sequences. The two lower word hypothesis sequences show an additional undesired \hier"

(here) at the end of the sequence.

Figure 11: SCREEN snapshot 2 for sentence \sag das doch gleich" (literal translation: say

that yet immediately). See table 1 for abbreviations.

Although we cannot go into all the details of the whole hybrid system, we believe it is
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important to demonstrate the applicability of hybrid techniques in real world environments

of language processing. For more details the interested reader is referred to [58, 60, 62, 63].

During the development of the SCREEN system we have taken advantage of the integrated

hybrid processing architecture which provides the same interface independently of whether

it contains a connectionist or symbolic module. For instance, in the correction part or the

case role part of the architecture we have interchanged symbolic and connectionist versions

of the same module. Our goal was to use connectionist techniques wherever possible due

to their advantages for robustness and learning capabilities but to use also symbolic tech-

niques wherever convenient. While all modules have a symbolically interpretable interface

the connectionist or symbolic techniques are hidden within the modules.

Other integrated architectures can be found in PARSEC, a system for language analysis

in the conference registration domain [29], which uses Jordan networks to trigger symbolic

transformations within the modules, and CONNCERT [64], which has been developed for

technical control problems using a mixture of expert networks controlled by symbolic su-

pervisors.

6 Summary and Conclusions

Recently there has been an increasing interest in hybrid symbolic/connectionist interpre-

tation, combination and integration. We have provided an overview of the foundations of

hybrid connectionist architectures and a classi�cation of architectures. Furthermore, we

have described some representative and current examples of such hybrid connectionist ar-

chitectures. From this perspective it is clear that hybrid symbolic/connectionist techniques

have become an important class of arti�cial intelligence techniques. Hybrid techniques can

be used successfully for those problems where the tasks require di�erent discrete and analog

modes of computation and representation. Natural language processing is one important

area for hybrid architectures, since natural language processing can be supported well by

symbolic structure manipulations as well as connectionist gradual plausibility, learning, and

robustness.

Hybrid architectures constitute a continuum from connectionist structure architectures

with symbolic interpretation to hybrid transfer architectures and hybrid processing ar-

chitectures with symbolic and connectionist representations. Today, hybrid connectionist

architectures provide technology for realizing larger real-world systems for natural language

processing. For instance, the SCREEN system uses a hybrid processing architecture in-

cluding many di�erent modules at speech, syntax, semantics, and dialog processing levels.

While early work on connectionist and hybrid architectures often had to focus on small

tasks and small architectures in order to gain initial knowledge about the possibilities of

combination and integration, we now begin to see the potential of hybrid connectionist

systems being used for larger real world tasks in natural language processing.
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